
Multi-purpose excellence

LOGIQ Totus™

Ultrasound, the next level



Trust your decisions

Redefine your expectations of what a multi-purpose, accessible ultrasound system should 
look like and do. Introducing the LOGIQ Totus, the head-to-toe comprehensive ultrasound 
experience that replaces “good enough” with “full satisfaction.” The LOGIQ Totus has been 
designed to address your clinical objectives and enhances productivity in your hectic day.

Its AI-powered workflow and decision support tools provide performance efficiency and 
versatility, while its high-quality imaging increases head-to-toe diagnostic confidence.  
The sleek, portable design of LOGIQ Totus is a refreshing surprise compared to the  
standard go-to ultrasound experience. 

Reduce your complexity and enhance your 
efficiency through a savvy, well-priced  
solution that makes the most of your time 
because your every second matters.

Redefine  
your expectations 

The clinical versatility of LOGIQ Totus makes it your trusted companion, 
patient after patient. This comprehensive ultrasound experience will 
delight you with its AI-powered decision support and excellent imaging 
quality at a reasonable price point. Trust your diagnostic decisions more 
fully with LOGIQ Totus. 

48x
data throughput 

10x
  power+

Rely on cSound™ Architecture, which delivers 
exceptional image quality and uniformity. 
With every pixel in focus, there is less time 
needed to adjust images. 

Leverage a wide range of transducers, 
including XDclear™, which produces high 
resolution images covering head-to-toe 
applications across clinical specialties or  
care areas. 

Address your most clinically challenging 
cases with advanced tools such as 2D Shear 
Wave Elastography, Ultrasound-Guided 
Attenuation Parameter (UGAP), and  
Volume Navigation.

Get assistance from AI-based decision 
support, including Breast and Thyroid 
Assistant, powered by Koios DS™.  

cSound =



Contrast-enhanced ultrasound liver mass, 9L-D Liver MVI with Radiantflow, C1-6-D Bowel Crohn’s Disease, L3-12-D

Carotid CCA color flow with Radiantflow and PW, 9L-D Knee medial meniscus CTO and CF, ML6-15-D Thyroid Strain Elastography, L3-12-D

Improve
your efficiency 
The LOGIQ Totus is as agile as it is intuitive, designed to help 
you work across multiple care areas to address a wide range 
of patient needs. Small and sleek enough to move to patients 
across departments with ease and equipped with automated, 
AI-powered workflow tools, LOGIQ Totus improves efficiency 
and minimizes complexity. Get the support you need to 
accomplish your vital work in the limited time you have.

• Quickly identify anatomy and adjust settings 
with AI productivity tools, including Auto Preset 
Assistant and Auto Abdominal Color Assistant.

• Simplify and streamline end-to-end workflow with 
advanced productivity solutions, including Smart 
Assistant, Scan Assistant, and Voice Control.

• Easily move the system around your facility with 
a lightweight portable design that is equipped 
with battery-powered scanning and a wireless 
handheld transducer. 



Verisound™

You’re focused on patients, and we’re fully focused on you. LOGIQ Totus 
with Verisound digital and AI ultrasound solutions applies decades of 
ultrasound experience to minimize chaos, eliminate the mundane, and 
improve your day-to-day – because an efficient workflow means more 
focused time on patient care.

Expand your solutions

Achieve more consistent ultrasound imaging performance standards with a 
next-generation platform that expands as you grow. The LOGIQ Totus provides 
a total product life cycle experience—from dependable support and ongoing 
product and clinical education to a reliable peer network—that ensures both 
clinician satisfaction and a meaningful return on investment (ROI). Get full  
value from your ultrasound investment. 

Achieve operational excellence for your facility with  
well-balanced performance-to-price ratio. 

Experience a next-generation platform that expands  
as your practice grows.

Keep your system and patient data safe with SonoDefense, 
our multi-layer approach to cybersecurity. 
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LOGIQ Totus
Redefine your expectations with a comprehensive, high-quality ultrasound solution.  

Multi-purpose excellence


